ANNETTE POIZNER Ed.D., RSW

Will lecture on

THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES

Jewish Wisdom on What You Remember And What you Forget

Sunday January 14, 2007
8:00 pm

The Lodzer Centre Congregation
12 Heaton Street, Toronto

(1 block north of Sheppard, west off Bathurst to Cocksfield. First street north off Cocksfield is Heaton)

Alfred Adler, a father of modern psychology, discovered that analyzing an individual’s earliest memories provides a key to assessing personality. Jewish wisdom offers intriguing insights that explain why memory is diagnostically rich. The phenomenon comes to life when we examine actual early memories. See the expression of identity reflected through early memories and witness the role that personal memory plays in self-development. This fascinating exploration of memory will show, first and foremost, why the Jewish tradition directs us to become “of blessed memory”, our best, and only, ultimate destination.

Annette Poizner, Ed.D., RSW, is a psychotherapist in private practice and the Chair of the Jewish Health Alliance, a continuing education organization that explores the intersection between Judaism and the healing arts. She is a published writer, a skilled hypnotherapist, lecturer and clinical instructor. She co-founded the Milton H. Erickson Institute of Toronto, serves on its faculty and sits on its Board of Directors.

Advanced Registration By Jan 11/07 $8.00
Call 416 636 6665
At the Door $10.00

VISA AND MASTERCARD ACCEPTED